
Allow new users to sign 
up through the app

Drive circulation + reduce hold times 
with a digital express collection 

Offer more titles and selection 
with pay-per-download

Promote your digital collection 
outside the library

Introduce digital content to all library users 
cloudLibrary content module
The cloudLibrary content module, our eBook and eAudio solution, is designed 
specifically to meet the evolving needs of public libraries. With tools to increase 
awareness of library programs, cloudLibrary  content does much more than 
circulate digital content.

Deliver digital collections to selfCheck 
users with intuitive integration

Drive discovery with in-app reading 
recommendations by NoveList
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titles
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titles
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Neighboring
city and county
libraries

Libraries in
your state

cloudLibrary cloudLink  
digital sharing done right

With cloudLink, libraries can maximize the 

impact of their digital collection budget by 

sharing titles, while still prioritizing the needs 

of their individual users. Developed by 

librarians for library users, cloudLink allows 

libraries to build and manage multiple 

private eBook and eAudiobook collections 

with ease and flexibility, controlling 

restricted and shared titles and prioritizing 

their materials for their users while sharing 

unused items easily. Even better, users have 

seamless access to all local and shared 

titles through just one app – no multiple log-

ins required! 

A new cloudLink group can be created 

by as few as two libraries within the same 

state or province. Alternately, libraries can 

join an existing cloudLink group at any 

time, regardless of their membership in any 

consortium. The unique nature of cloudLink 

ensures that all libraries, both small and 

large, benefit from their partnership. 

After joining a cloudLink group, all users 

gain access to hundreds or thousands of 

new titles, driving digital circulation and 

increasing the breadth and size of all 

participating libraries’ collections. 
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